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General
We organize very special and challenging trips which are not practical for each biker - see
driver experience. But our trips are the ultimate challenge for curve junkies.
Each day countless curves and passes give you steadily kicks. This will be a reason why you
can feel giddy…
So you will have a lot of fun and will provide for pure adrenaline!
On the basis of so many passes and the length of the daily stages, there will be no special
sightseeing! The beautiful landscapes and the countless corners are the highlights of the trip.
The trips are escorted by very experienced tour guides and our bike passion for more than
30 years is the guarantee that each participant will have much fun.
For 2020 we optimized again our trips.
Ride with us and enjoy our detail knowledge of the regions.

Bikes
For our trips you can rent BMW bikes. Contact us.

Driver experience
Strong pass experience is basic requirement for this trips. The motorcycle must be
controlled save on curvy roads especially in hairpins! The long daily stages require a good
personal condition.

Specific feature:
For this trips a special kind of insurance policy - „Schutzbrief“ – is necessary.
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LaCorse – Bikers dream in Mediterranean Sea
Corsica is the biker paradise in Mediterranean Sea and a perfect start in our biker season. Bikers who like passes
and curves are in the right place. 50 2,000-meter high peaks line the island, so we have never ending curves and
passes.
Day 1: Individual arrival to the ferry terminal in Savona (Italy). Meeting point will be near the port. Late in the
evening we will check in at the ferry to Bastia.
Day 2: Early in the morning we arrive in the Port of Bastia. After leaving the ferry we discover Cap Corse, located at
the northern tip of the island. We leave the city of Bastia directly and enjoy the first curves in the Pigno Massif. At the
seaside again the coastal road to Macinaggio is on the program. Afterwards we ride to Tollare, the northernmost
point of our trip. The tiny fishing village Centuri-Port is one of the most beautiful on the island and our next goal.
The coastal road takes us by passing Nonza to Patrimonio the best-known wine-growing area of Corsica. Curvy
roads and the spectacular view to Gulf of Saint Florent make the heart skip a beat. Next highlight will be the curved
belt through the desert of Agriates. Finally along the northwest coast we reach our daily goal Calvi, main village of
Balagne.

Day 3: We start towards the east and enjoy the curvy mountain roads of Balagne. Through the valley of Navaccia
we reach Ponte Leccia, seated at river Golo. We continue our trip over the pass Col de Croce d’Arbitro and come to
Pont de Castirla. Through the 15 km long granite canyon Scala di Santa Regina we reach Calacuccia, seated at the
corresponding dam. Here the river Golo is dammed for power generation. Next goal will be the pass Col de Vergio
(1.477 m), highest pass of Corsica, before we enjoy the splendid views into the deep Spelunca canyon. In Porto
we are again at Mediterranean Sea. Afterwards we are riding through Calanche with its bizarre rock formations, a
genuine highlight of Corsica. At the beach Plage d’Arone we have our coffee break. Back at Gulf of Porto we start
our driving highlight of the day, the coastal road to Calvi – one of the most beautiful in Europe! In Calvi we finish
the day cozily again.
Day 4: As this coastal road is so addictive, we enjoy it this morning again in reverse direction to Porto. Afterwards
we ride once more through Calanche before we reach Cargese, seated at Gulf of Sagone. Past at Vico we go back
into mountains. The curvy road alongside the river Golo increases our adrenaline level until we come to Corte,
former capital and the only university city of Corsica. Next goal will be the Restonica canyon, where we can ride
until Bergerie de Grotelle. Back in Corte we ride direction south to Pont du Vecchio. Over the pass Col de Sorba
(1.311 m), second highest pass and called “Stelvio Pass” of Corsica, we come to the inner Corsican scenic road to
Sartène. Until Aullène we enjoy curves, curves and once again curves. Over the road D420 we reach our hotel in
Zonza. There we will be resided for the next 3 days.
Day 5: This morning starts also with a winding road. Our warm up is the road to Aullène before we ride the scenic
road D69 to Zicavo, in the heart of High Taravo. Inside the chestnut and beech forests we enjoy the curves until
Cauro, seated at the edge of Renoso Massif. Afterwards we are riding some more passes and reach Tavera with
its well-known menhir. Ajaccio, capital of Corsica, by a curvy devious route is our next goal. Afterwards we go to
the tongue Pointe de la Parata, northwestern of Ajaccio. Along the Gulf of Ajaccio we ride on the coastal road to
archaeological site of Filitosa, one of the most visited tourist attractions of Corsica. Over the pass Col de Saint
Eustache and the valley of Ciuvone we come back to Aullène. From here our hotel in Zonza is not far away.
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Day 6: Today our morning fun on curves leads us to the port town Port Vecchio in the southeast
of Corsica. Afterwards we keep the course south and reach Bonifacio with its medieval fortress
on a rock. Here is a photo stop mandatory! Sartène will be our next goal before we come to Gulf
of Valinco. Afterwards we enter the mountains again along the river Taravo. Over the pass Col
de Bellevalle we reach the region of Ajaccio but we don’t drive into the capital. Instead we enjoy
the surrounding mountain roads. So we come to Grosseto Prugna, seated at creek Marcuggio.
Further on we ride to Aullène where we turn on D69 and enjoy the superb curves in the valley
of Coscione. From Pont d’Acoravo we drive through vineyards and olive groves to Ste-Lucie-deTallano before we finish the day cozily again in Zonza.
Day 7: Our last day in Corsica starts with a highlight: the ride through Bavella Massif, one of
the most beautiful in Corsica, with the passes Col de Bavella and Col de Larone. Afterwards we
reach Solenzara, a spa on the east coast of Corsica. Shortly time later we leave Mediterranean
Sea and ride up again into mountains. Next goal is Corte in the heart of Corsica, before we
drive into Asco canyon. The scenic road alongside river Asco increases our adrenaline level
significant. Back in Ponte Leccia we ride curvy roads again to Bastia at Mediterranean Sea. In
the late evening we will check in at the ferry to Savona. Then we have to say goodbye from biker
paradise in Corsica…
Day 8: Early in the morning we arrive in the Port of Savona. After checkout at ferry,
individual departure.

Tour date
20.06. – 27.06.2020

Prices
Driver with own bike: 1.445,00 €
Supplement single-room: 250,00 € included 1-Bed outside cabin.
Rental bike: prices on application
Included in the tour:

Not included in the tour::

- ferry tickets Savona – Bastia there and back
including 2-Bed outside cabin
- 5 nights in double-room in cozy and typically
alpine 3-Star-Hotels
- Breakfast and dinner
- German tour guide

- Gasoline, drinks, coffee and extras
- Lunch
- Travel cancellation insurance
- Motorcycle insurance (with own bike)

Road profile
About 2000 km, very curvy roads and numerously passes.
A lot of hairpins, very good driving experience necessary, long stages; no trip for beginners and
born-again-riders!
Daily distances: 270 – 370 km
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AlpsGlow – over 110 passes in 8 days
The ultimate challenge for each curve junkie in Europe! 8 days include intensive driving whereof six days imply
only riding passes. If small or big, each pass on the way will be conquered and makes sure several adrenaline kicks.
Day 1: We pick up our bikes in Munich and start our trip taking the highway direction Lindau / Switzerland. Near
Lake Constance we left the highway and ride through the region of Appenzell with the famous cheese. Then we
come into the heart of Switzerland – Innerswitzerland. Susten will be the most famous pass of today. We reach the
valley of Rhone and drive near Lake Leman, where we stay for the night.
Day 2: First of all we bike to Martigny, seated at river
Rhone, before we start for pass Great St. Bernard. This
pass is the border between Switzerland and Italy. On
Italian side we enjoy the superb curves to Aosta. We
pass Massif Mont Blanc and enter France over pass
Little St. Bernard. The way down to Bourg-St. Maurice
offers a lot of speedy curves. Then we bike over Cormet
de Roselend and reach the corresponding dam, the
fourth highest of France. We continue our trip to
Albertville, host of Winter Olympics in 1992. Next
highlight will be the pass Col de la Madeleine, before
our attention is on the 18 hairpins of Montvernier.
Over St. Jean-de-Maurienne we ride to Les Sybelles,
the fourth biggest ski resort in France. There will be
our hotel for this night.
Day 3: The royal stage lines up: a lot of Tour de France classics – Col de la Croix de Fer (2.067 m), Alpe d’Huez
(1.860 m), Col d’Izoard (2.360 m) – and the highest asphalted pass in the Alps, Cime de la Bonette (2.802 m) are on
our route. At first we enjoy the curvy road up to Col de la Croix de Fer. Shortly after we pass Col de Glandon before
we reach Grand-Maison dam, the second highest rock-fill dam in Europe. Over the little pass Pas de la Confession
we travel to the world-famous ski spot Alpe d’Huez. Next passes are Col de Sarenne and Col du Lautaret, before
Briancon will be our next goal. Afterwards we enjoy the curves and hairpins of Col d’Izoard and Col de Vars. Over
the pass Col de Larche we come to Italy. Another highlight will be the pass Col de la Lombarde, also the border
between Italy and France. Down in Isola, situated in the valley of Tinée, we arrive at Route Napoléon. The 42 km
up to Cime de la Bonette increases our adrenaline level significant. Afterwards we ride down in the valley of Ubaye
and come to Barcelonnette, where we will stay the next both days.

Day 4: The round trip today reaches Grasse, where we can see the Mediterranean Sea. First we ride through the
National Park Mercantour over Col de Cayolle in the valley of Var. We reach Colmars which has a well-preserved
curtain wall and two forts from Vauban over Col de Champs. Next goal is Castellane, the entrance to Grand
Canyon du Verdon. Today we don’t drive into the canyon but we enjoy the Route Napoléon until Grasse, which is
the world capital of fragrance. Near Grasse on the top of Col de la Faye, we can see the Mediterranean Sea finally.
Afterwards we leave Route Napoléon and enjoy some little passes until Entreveaux. Through Annot and over Col
de la Colle St. Michel we ride to Col d’Allos, which is near Barcelonnette where we stay one night again.
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Day 5: This morning belongs to the roads and passes around Lake of Serre-Poncon, the biggest
fresh water reservoir of France. Here we enjoy splendid views on and curvy roads around the
lake, before we bypass Gap on little mountain roads. Massif du Dévoluy with its wonderful
passes is our next goal. Afterwards we ride to pass Col de Cabre, a genuine highlight of French
roadworks. Over the passes Col de Grimone and Col de la Croix-Haute we reach Mens, located
at the old Roman road from Grenoble to Briancon. In the afternoon we enjoy all the curves of
Vercors Massif, the westernmost part of the Alps. In Gresse-en-Vercors we finish the day cozily.
Day 6: We start with pass Col de Menée and ride to Die. Now we are in the western part of
Vercors, the biggest nature reserve in France. Our adrenaline rush rises because the roads and
views in this lime rock massif are stunning. We enjoy fully the westernmost part of the Alps
before we reach over Grenoble the Chartreuse. Also here we will have wonderful mountain
roads to make the heart skip a beat. At the top of Mont du Chat we enjoy the splendid view to
Lake of Bourget, located 1.250 m lower. Down in Aix-les-Bains is our hotel for this night.
Day 7: Today we start with a highlight: viewpoint Le Revard with its skywalk! Here we can enjoy
again the spectacular view to Lake of Bourget and Aix-les-Bains before we take our wheels on
the curvy mountain roads of Massif de Bauges. In the French part of Jura the pass Col du Grand
Colombier is our next goal. Over the mountain Mont Salève, the local mountain of Geneva,
we reach the bridge Pont de la Caille, until 1912 the highest suspension bridge of the world.
Afterwards in the district “High Savoy” we enjoy the small and hidden mountain roads again and
also some panoramic views to Lake Leman. Over the pass Pas de Morgins we enter Switzerland.
From the border our hotel is not far away.
Day 8: The last day of our ride: We go back to Munich. First we drive over Col de la Croix and
Col du Pillon to Gstaad, the famous ski resort in Canton of Berne. Through the pretty Simmen
Valley we reach Interlaken, situated between Lake of Thun and Lake of Brienz. Afterwards we
ride over Brünigpass to Lake Lucerne and pass the city of Lucerne. Then we take the highway
and ride via Bregenz back to Munich.
An exciting tour with over 110 passes ends…

Tour date
29.08. – 05.09.2020

Prices
Driver with own bike: 1.295,00 €
Supplement single-room: 250,00 €
Rental bike: prices on application

Included in the tour:

Not included in the tour::

- 7 nights in double-room in cozy and typically
alpine 3-Star-Hotels
- Breakfast and dinner
- German tour guide

- Gasoline, drinks, coffee and extras
- Lunch
- Travel cancellation insurance
- Motorcycle insurance (with own bike)

Road profile
About 3700 km, over 110 passes (small and big) – all are asphalt streets.
Mostly on high alpine roads with many hairpins, very good driving experience necessary.
No trip for beginners and born-again-riders!
Daily distances: 360 – 420 km
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ElPirineo – Curve orgy on its best
ElPirineo is the ideal final of biker season in Europe for bikers which are hooked on curves. Not
ending curve tangles, less traffic and well developed roads – this are the Pyrenees in Spain. It is
the guarantee for 6 days untroubled bike fun and a real highlight at the end of biker season.
Day 1: Individual arrival near to Perpignan (France).
Day 2: We drive directly to Mediterranean Sea and enjoy the curves and wonderful views at coast
Vermeille. At Bay of Roses we leave the coast and riding directly to Sant Feliu de Guixols, located
at Costa Brava. Here starts one of the most beautiful coastal roads in the world which ends in
Tossa de Mar, also known as “blue paradise of Spain”. Now we say goodbye to Mediterranean Sea
and enjoy the curvy roads to Santa Coloma de Farners in the province of Girona. Over extremely
curvy and small roads we reach Vic, university and diocesan town near Barcelona. Next goal
will be Sant Hipolit before we ride through expanded pine and beech woods and come into the
community of Alpens. There is the ruin of fort Freixenet. In Borreda we ride up to Sant Jaume
de Frontanya and reach lastly La Pobla de Lillet. The final stage leads us over the pass Coll de la
Creueta to La Molina and forwards to Alp in our hotel. There we will finish the day cozily.
Day 3: Today’s morning belongs to the Pyrenees of Catalonia. First goal will be the Odeillo solar
furnace. A short time later we reach Mont-Louis whose citadel is World Heritage Site. Then starts
our first highlight of today in riding – D117. The curves tangles and different canyons rise our
adrenaline rush. But not enough, afterwards we enjoy the maybe most beautiful pass in Pyrenees
– Col de Pailhères (2.001 m). The mini-state of Andorra with highest capital in Europe, Andorra
la Vella, is not far away. We ride into principality over some passes and leave the tax shelter in
direction La Seu d’Urgell. Over Coll del Canto, a genuine highlight of Catalan roadworks, we
reach Sort before we enjoy the curves of C13 to Vielha, located in the Valley of Aran. Not far
away is spreading the biggest ski resort of Spain - Baqueira-Beret. Through the tunnel of Vielha
and two more passes we ride to Benasque, in the heart of Pyrenees, where we will stay the next
two days.

Changed route
Day 4: Today’s pass list offers many highlights; we start with the passes Coll de Fadas and Coll de
l’Espina. Next waypoint will be the tunnel of Vielha before we reach France over Col du Portillon.
Then Bagnères-de-Luchon is starting point for the famous passes of Tour de France in Pyrenees.
Col de Peyresourde, Hourquette d’Ancizan and Col du Tourmalet (2.115 m), the highest and
most famous pass of French Pyrenees, are our next goals. The last of the famous passes of Tour
de France in the Pyrenees will be Col d’Aubisque. Over this pass we ride to Laruns in the valley
of Ossau. The pass Col du Pourtalet, border between France and Spain, will be our next stop.
Afterwards we enjoy the formidable Aragon roadworks until Fiscal. Then we ride on N260 to
Ainsa, capital of Sobrarbe Empire a long time ago. Last highlight of the day will be the narrow
canyon Congosta de Ventamillo with its high rock walls and numerous curves. From here our
hotel in Benasque is not far away.
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Day 5: In the morning we enjoy the superb curves on the brink of Sierra de Ballabriga and arrive
in El Pont de Suert, located in the Province of Lleida. The curves tapeworm of N230 guides us
direction Lleida. Over pass Coll de Montllobar with its curvy road and splendid views we reach
Tremp, the biggest community in Catalonia refer to surface. Sierra de Carreau, a curves eldorado
of best quality, will be our next goal. On little curvy roads through Sierra d’Oden with their sand
statues, passing Sant Llorenc de Morunys with its Benedictine abbey from 11th century, we reach
Berga. Here we take the road C16 direction Tunel del Cadi. Shortly before reaching the tunnel
we turn into national park Cadi-Moixero. On roads with light traffic we ride through Sierra de
Cadi and reach La Seu d’Urgell with its famous cathedral. Here we will stay for the next two days.

Day 6: We leave La Seu d’Urgell, located in valley of Segre, direction Lleida. The river El Segre
escorts us until Coll de Nagro where we turn into Sierra de Carreau. After Isona we enjoy perfect,
curvy roads and straight solitude before we reach Rialb dam, finished in 1999. Through Serra
d’Oliana we come to Solsana, diocesan town. Then we ride on curvy roads through Serra del
Tossals to Berga, located in the Province of Barcelona. After this the curled street to Ripoll will
boost our heartbeats, before we will work intensive on our tire walls until La Pobla de Lillet. The
ride up to ski resort La Molina, where in 1943 the first ski lift of Spain was rolled out, will be
another highlight. Afterwards we drive down again into valley of Segre and enjoy some more
superb curves until La Seu d’Urgell where we finish the day cozily.
Day 7: Our last driving day starts with some passes of principality of Andorra. Over the pass Pas
de la Casa we reach France. Col de Puymorens and Puigcerda, located in Spain again, are our next
goals. Here starts the curves tapeworm of N152 to Ripoll. Afterwards we drive finally direction
France, which we reach over the pass Col d’Aras. The well developed road D115 guides us to
Amelie-les-Bains with its sulfur springs. Here the Romans still have medicated their rheumatism.
Over Col de Llauro we reach again our hotel near Perpignan. There we will finish our trip in the
Pyrenees in a relaxed manner. An unforgettable curve orgy in the Pyrenees will be history…
Day 8: Individual departure
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Tour date
03.10. – 10.10.2020

Prices
Driver with own bike: 1.295.00 €
Supplement single-room: 250.00 €
Rental bike: prices on application

Included in the tour:

Not included in the tour::

- 7 nights in double-room in cozy and typically
alpine 3-Star-Hotels
- Breakfast and dinner
- German tour guide

- Gasoline, drinks, coffee and extras
- Lunch
- Travel cancellation insurance
- Motorcycle insurance (with own bike)

Road profile
About 2500 km, very curvy roads and numerously passes.
A lot of hairpins, very good driving experience necessary, very long stages. No trip for beginners
and born-again-riders!
Daily distances: 330 – 480 km
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Incentive tours
You want to enjoy a special motorbike trip with your group? If a trip for one day, a weekend or several days – no
problem!
At our team you are right. We know almost Europe like the back of one's hand and can create for you an
individual trip package. If North Cape, Sicily, Lisbon or another goal in Europe, speak with us – we will realize
your wishes!
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Registration for motorcycle tour
LaCorse

AlpsGlow

20.06. – 27.06.2020

O

ElPirineo

29.08. – 05.09.2020

O

03.10. – 10.10.2020

O

Driver:
Name 		

___________________________________________________

First name

___________________________________________________

Address

___________________________________________________

		___________________________________________________
Phone+Fax

___________________________________________________

Phone mobile ___________________________________________________
E-mail		

___________________________________________________

Date of birth

___________________________________________________

Nationality

___________________________________________________

Passport/ID-Card no.

Extreme Tours
Marcellus Bareth
Drobného 27
SK-841 01 Bratislava
Slowakei
E-mail: info@extreme-tours.eu
www.extreme-tours.eu

_____________________________________

Driver’s license no.* ___________________________________________
Size T-Shirt: O S
Desired data:

O M

Maps O

O L

O XL

O XXL

O XXXL

GPS data O

Own bike:
Brand _________________________________________________ Type ______________________________________________ Registration no. __________________________________________
Single room:		

O yes O no

I wish infos
O for rental bike

O any other business: .....................................................................................

With my registration I will transfer the prepaiment of € 300,-- on bank account Marcellus Bareth
at Tatra banka in Bratislava.
!!neu!! IBAN: SK56 1100 0000 0029 3139 0421, BIC: TATRSKBX !!neu!!
If rental bike: Please send a copy of your driver’s license *
I have seen the general conditions of Extreme Tours and agree with them.
_______________________________________________		_____________________________________________		________________________________________
Place					Date					Signature
* Only necessary if you want a rental bike

